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studied the use of composted bark as
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this project was to 1) develop a d
of Ohio sawmills that have bark produc

ctory

capabilities and 2)

determine the physical and chemical properties of bark necessary
for use

the horticulture industry.

PROBLEM: In past decades, sawmill owners have had to d
several problems in relation to bark removal.

with

The first of

these problems was really what brought about the age of mechdebarking.

Sawmills started selling their chipped slabs
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-2and edging str

to pacer mills.

These paper mills had no way

of removing the bark that was still attached to the "clean"
pulp chips and wanted
machines.

sawmill owners to

Because mill owners needed to

11 debarking
t rid of these chips

somehow, many of them obliged the paper industry and bo
debarkers.
The next problem that mill owners faced was: what should they

ir

do with the immense 8.mount of bark that was taken off t
logs!

Th

by burning it (sometimes

was usually solved e

for fuel, sometimes just to get it out of the way) or simply
dump

in a p

e near the mill.

things have changed s
banned t

ificantly.

burning

However,

in recent years,

Environmental regulations

cause of air oollution and the dump

because of water aollution and aesthetic reasons.
At the same time, the paper indusiry
c

s.

Ohio has made many

Due to the development of soph

ticated equipment

and processes that make it possible to separate the bark from
the wood ch

s, it is no longer necessary for the paper mil

to buy "clean" chips.

Plus, the paper

almost completely to buying ch
these reasons,

the simp

would be to stop debarking
pressure they are

ustry has

instead of roundwood.

solution
ir logs (

the sawmill owners
is would

uce the

ting from the Environmental Prote

Agency) and sell the "dirty" chins to the paper m
install

this new equipment.

For

ion

ls that

-.3re are many advan-

However, sawmill owners have found
s to debark

Probably, the most important advantage
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saw
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ks up a large

amount of dirt, rocks, and other fore
1

and yarding o
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ning the saw.
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show
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1 owner is go

s ahead and d

his logs.

d

oor and

mill if the bark can be sold

Therefore, the sawm

off if
has

are debarked

r advantages iTiclude: a safer mill

nt, more income to

separately, and lumber

When

to minimize the down time involved

due to less waste mater
equ

during the

ema in that he sti

re

no bark

to

better

However, he still

has to find someone to buy the
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bark.

The horticulture industry can use this excess bark as a growing
medium

tted plants.

particle s

To be used for this purpose, t

e of the bark must

atly reduced and many

sawmills start this process by runni
mill.

A hammermill is a machine

the bark through a hammerhas a set of knives that

soin around a center drive shaft
chop the bark into very small p
'l1 here

ces (roughly one inch square).

of these sawmills

the hortic
result

a steel housing and

.

the oerfect
uroduct
'
'

ure industry, but prior to this project and
d

ctory, horticulturists

no way of lmow

who

-4to contact to obtain the bark.

Hopef

ly, this study will help

both the horticulturists who need bark and sawmill owners who
have a product to di

ose of.

METHOD OF OBTAINING SAWMILL INFORMATION: Using a copy of the
most recent sawmill directory publ

hed by the Ohio Department

of Natural Resources, I was able to obtain a l

t of all the

bark logs.

This directory provided

the names and addresses of the mil

and what type of equip

sawmills in Ohio that

ment they have.

But it did not specify whether or not they have

bark for sale.
Next, I received oermission from O.D.N.R. to send each Serv

•

Fores

r in Ohio a set of questionna

(A copy of th
report.)

e

s fon his or her district.

questionnaire is provided at the back of this

I filled in the information that= was able to get

from the O.D.N.R. sawmill directory and sent the questionna
to the proper Service Forester.

s

I also sent each Service Forester

several blank questionnaires, ask

them to prov

on any sawmills that might have been bui

e information

or reopened since·

the O.D.N.R. directory was published.
Finally, these questionnaires were compiled into the d
that

at the end of this report.

to note that the sawmill industry in
It

feel that is important
io is very transient.

very possible that some of the mills l

ory have already shut down and there

ctory

lso may

ed

th

direct-

some operating

now, that weren't when I received my information in March of
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this year.
PRODUrT PRODUCED: When this project was formulated, I had planned
to visit each sawmill that debarks logs, obtain a sample of the
bark, and study it as far as particle s1ze, pH, and wood content.
Howe-ver, after talking with people in the hort ic ul t ure indus try,
it became apparent that this was not necessary because the
horticulturists control all three of these characteristics after
they buy the bark.

It really doesn't matter what any :)f these

properties are when the bark comes from the mill.
Therefore, I visited a few mills to gain an understanding of
how bark is processed.

While at these mills, I took samples

and brought them back to the lab where I ran tests to determine
the general characteristics of hardwood bark corning from the mill.
I also did research to find out how, and to what extent, horticulturists change these properties.
Particle size is very important to the horticulture industry.
When the bark comes from the sawmill, it may be in large, oddshaped chunks or it may be in small pieces of fairly uniform
consistency depending on whether or not it has been run through
a harnrnermill.

It is not really important whether or not it has

been harnmerrnilled because after the horticulturists buy it,
it is run through a set of screens that separate it by size.
If the bark particles do not pass through a screen in which
the holes are

~"

square, it is run through a hammermill.

then screened again to remove the fines.

It is

Fines are very small

6(almost dustlike) part

les that inhibit plant growth because

they hinder drainage and aeration.
Saupe (2) found that the particle s
bark

s from

t"

Gartner, Carbonneau, and

e of hammermilled hardwood

to

pH is another important consideratiorJ.

the sawmill, it may

When bark comes from

just about

The bdrk of different spec

re on the pH scale.

s has di

erent pH levels and there

are many things that can happen to barK around the mill that
will either raise or lower the pH.

For example, if heavy equip-

ment is driven over bark at the mill, it frequently results in
the

may droo to 2.0 or

rmentation of the bark and the

lower (1).

Horticulturists control pH by composting and the

•
addition of chemicals during composting.
Composting is ''the biological decomposition of organic constituents in wastes under controlled conditions". (4).
that the bark
decompose.

This means

kept wet and warm and is allowed to partially

The process is cantrall

by how much water is added,

how high the temperatures are, and how much and what kind of
chemicals are added.

6.5 to 8.5.
from

The optimum pH for composting ranges from

However, the desired pH following composting ranges

5.2 to 6.5 for most crops. (6).

Horticulturists can obtain

just about any oH they want, depend
is to be grown.

Gartner, Hughes, and Klett (J) found that

the bark has a oH of 7.0 or higher,
plant gro>vth.

on what type of plant

jt

iccl undesirable for

od

-7The other character

wood content.

tic I considered

Th

is very important to the use as a growing medium and is the
least cantrall

le of the three factor·s .looked at.

The amount of wood in the bark is <je endent on the type of
debarker used and on how closely this aspect of the operation
is controlled by the sawm

l manager.

Different types of

debarking machines remove different amounts of sapwood along
with the bark.

The machines

so must be adjusted for the type

of bark (thick, rough, thin, smooth, etc.) that is being removed.
If the sawmill manager is not conscious of thii and does not
carefully control it, chances are that it will not get done .

.

The reason that wood content is important
poses faster than bark.

that wood decom-

The higher the wood content, the faster

composting will take place and the less amount of final product
will be left for growing media.

Also, Mazur, Hughes, and Gartner

(5) found that the smaller the wood content, the better for
use as a growing medium.

•

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEBARKiNG MACHINES: I

lt that

it was necessary to develop an understanding of the different
types of debarkers being used and what differences, if any, there
were in the bark nroduced by these machines.
different types of machines used in

There are many

United States, but

there are two basic types used by most sawmills in Ohio.
Both of the machines used in Ohio

loy the rossing-head

-8cutterhead.

a cylinder with several spirally-

This cutterhead

arranged rows of carbide-tipped teeth.

These teeth are approx-

imately two inches long and one inch

diameter.

Each of the

two machines is built by a different comoany which has its own
des

using the rossing-head cutterhead.

Morbark Industries

builds debarkers that have the cutterhead mounted below the
bed on which the l

lie.

This allows for an excellent degree

of control as to how deep to take the bark off the log.

The

sawmill manager should try to take as much bark off as oossible
without taking any sapwood.
The H.M.C. Corporation builds machines that have the cutterhead
mounted on a hydraulically controlled arm that travels
above the log.

ong

These machines are sturdier than Morbark's

because there isn't as much chance of the cutterhead becoming
clogged with bark.

However, there

ss control of removal

deeth on these machines and they tear uo the sapwood a great
deal, which causes a loss of money for the sawmill.
CONCLUSION: As l researched this project, J found many other
uses of bark.

Many companies use their cark for fuel or sell

it for this purpose.

There are quite a few farmers that use

bark for animal 'cedcJ.:i rt.,,

Also,

ere is a lot of use for bark

on golf courses and in parks to cover naths.

However, many

sawmills do sell bark to the horticulture industry and I hope
this project will

some help to both the sawmill and horti-

culture industries in Ohio.
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